HOW PROFESSIONAL HEADSETS ENABLE CLEAR COLLABORATION

With employees working from everywhere, most collaboration occurs on voice and video calls. Learn how professional headsets make these calls more effective.

QUALITY COMMUNICATION IMPROVES HYBRID PRODUCTIVITY

Up to 63% of high-growth companies have adopted a “productivity anywhere” workforce model.¹

To ensure that your employees stay productive and collaborate effectively, you need quality communication tools that meet the needs of their workplace and workstyles. Professional-grade headsets reduce distractions, improve productivity, and enhance team collaboration.

CRYSTAL CLEAR AUDIO

Headsets featuring Active Noise Canceling (ANC) automatically minimize distractions from background noise so users can focus on the tasks at-hand. Acoustic Fence technology keeps competing sounds from entering the microphone, so every word users say can be heard, even in the noisiest environments.

BUILT FOR COMPATIBILITY

Throughout the workday, virtual collaboration can span across multiple UC platforms. Users need solutions that just work regardless of the platform being used.

Whether you’re using Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Google Workspace, RingCentral, or a combination of them, headsets should have out-of-the-box functionality so users can seamlessly connect to all their meetings.

¹ Accenture, “The future of work: A hybrid work model,” October 2021
WORK ISN’T A PLACE. IT’S WHAT YOU DO.

Work gets done everywhere — in the office, at home, on the go.

Look for professional headsets that are portable, easy to use in any environment, and have the battery life to ensure crystal clear audio through the longest days.

REMOTE MANAGEMENT

It can be difficult and time consuming to track, manage, and troubleshoot devices in a hybrid workforce.

With the right device management solutions, IT teams can keep track of inventory, manage employee headsets, and minimize downtime.

KEEP YOUR HYBRID WORKFORCE CONNECTED WITH POLY HEADSETS

VOYAGER HEADSETS/HEADPHONES

Wireless Bluetooth headsets made to move with you.
- Bluetooth connection to smartphones and computers.
- ANC for focus in busy environments.
- Pro-grade sound for clear communication anywhere.

BLACKWIRE PREMIUM HEADSETS

Wired headsets designed to simplify productivity.
- Simple, plug-in USB connection.
- Eliminate noise distractions on both sides of the call.
- Premium sound for productive conversations.

SAVI HEADSETS

Wireless DECT™ headsets optimized for the office.
- Extended range for ultimate freedom.
- Extra security for critical conversations.
- Noise canceling and audio clarity for effective collaboration.
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